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NEW INFORMATION TO SHARE WITH CERTIFICATED STAFF - When creating an absence, the employee will see a drop down option for “Your Location”. It currently defaults to the site name and Classic but the employee can click on the drop down and select their location Virtual.  They need to select Virtual or Classic so that substitute teachers know what platform they are substituting for and can determine if they will accept assignment. 
For secondary sites and any other speciality assignments that have teachers with both Virtual and Classic courses, please select Classic on the drop down option. 

It will be necessary for all teachers to plan in advance for daily instruction. Substitutes won’t have access to all of the instructional materials so please be prepared for students to have a schedule with lessons to follow. 

ALL CERTIFICATED STAFF CREATING CANVAS CLASSROOM ZOOM MEETINGS MUST ADD THEIR SCHOOL EMAIL AS ALTERNATIVE HOST EACH DAY. 
VistaHS@vistausd.org

All substitutes will receive a district email address to make it easier for administrators or site staff to invite substitute teachers to Zoom meetings. 

All sites should have computers available for substitute teachers to host Zoom meetings on site when a teacher is absent and requires a substitute. Substitute teachers are allowed to use their own device. If your site does not have extra computers for this, please contact IT and request additional computers for a substitute teacher. The computer should be cleaned at the end of each school day. All substitute teachers will work from the site each day. 

ALL DISTANCE LEARNING (VIRTUAL)

Daily Substitute for Planned Absence, Last Minute or Emergency Need 
The teacher will call absence into SubFinder (and the site office if able). The Site Secretary will let the administrator know of the absence and provide the email address of the substitute. 
	The administrator will log into the teacher's Canvas classroom. Copy the teacher’s Zoom Meeting link for that day and their daily schedule. Email the link and schedule to the substitute teacher. The Administrator will need to assign the substitute teacher as the host. This can be done prior to the start of the instructional day. 
	An alternative to assigning the sub prior to the start of the instructional day as a host, the administrator could start the morning Zoom meeting and invite the substitute teacher. Once the substitute is in meeting, the administrator will make the substitute teacher the host. 
	The substitute teacher will need to stay logged in for the required number of instructional minutes for that teacher’s schedule to provide support for students.

If a substitute teacher is not available
An Administrator (or other certificated staff member) will log into the teacher’s Canvas classroom for a morning message.
	The morning message would outline the teacher’s plan for the day. No live zoom would occur after the morning message. 

Long Term Substitute (LTS)
Long Term Subs will need to be added to the classroom teacher’s Canvas account as a Co-Teacher. The Long Term Substitute will need to have their VUSD email account established in advance. If you need a Long Term Substitute please reach out to Laura Lemly. Special credentialed Long Term Substitutes can be posted on EdJoin when time permits. The site can obtain a list of available substitutes and administrators can work with a team to select. 
Note* Some LTS have participated in Canvas training and some have not. If they have not and arrangement is made early enough, the district does have teacher leads that can provide training before assignment. 

District Substitutes
District Substitutes are trained on Canvas platform. These are substitutes that are assigned on a daily basis by Human Relations. Some  District substitute teachers will be assigned to specific sites, others will be assigned on a daily basis by Human Relations. If you have a specific need for a District Substitute please contact Shari Fernandez to discuss some options. 

CLASSIC TEACHERS
Follow pre-pandemic procedures for obtaining a substitute. New teachers please reach out to your administrator or site secretary for this process or call Human Relations and speak with Laura Lemly.  

